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Master the medical terminology you'll need for success with this easy-to-use, objective-based

approach! Focused on medical terminology and vocabulary, Exploring Medical Language: A

Student-Directed Approach, 8th Edition helps you understand complex medical terms using a

proven step-by-step strategy, building each term from its foundation. With a logical, body-systems

organization and engaging terminology exercises throughout, it's your key to communicating

confidently and effectively with other health care professionals.Systematic approach to terminology

equips you to recognize and define new terms as you encounter them and to build the medical

vocabulary you'll need in the health care setting.  Pronunciation key provides quick access to

frequently referenced material.  Case studies encourage critical thinking and challenge you to apply

what you've learned to realistic scenarios.  Complementary and Alternative Medicine boxes highlight

words and phrases associated with this increasingly popular discipline.  Terminology flash cards

(409 cards)Ã‚Â included with every book provide valuable review and self-assessment tools you

can take anywhere for study on the go. Audio CDs, available at an additional charge and packaged

either separately or with the book, help you perfect your pronunciation of difficult terms.  Engaging

study tools on a companion Evolve website reinforce your understanding through interactive

exercises, the Body Spectrum A&P review program, and a 5,000-term English/Spanish glossary.

Medical Terminology Online, available at an additional charge, gives you an enhanced learning

experience with fully integrated online lessons, animations, slide shows, quizzes, exams, and

more.Anatomy and physiology "boosters" on the companion Evolve website strengthen your

understanding of important A&P concepts.  Updated terms and abbreviations throughout the text

keep you current with the latest advances in technology and changes in the health care industry. 

New illustrations clarify complex physiological processes and familiarize you with equipment you

may encounter on the job.
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Great book and it arrived promptly (one day before it should have, actually). But where you're

buying used, it most likely won't come with the CD's, which are essential! This course is SO hard

with the book alone, I mean, it's doable, but your life will definitely be a lot better with the CD's. The

flash cards have been nice too, but I had to get them separately. If you decide to purchase from this

seller, be aware that you will have to purchase the CD's separately, which can be ordered here on ,

so it's no big deal really. The book also came in very good condition, it was well taken care of by its

previous owner, however I can't guarantee that ALL of the used versions of the book will be the

same, so yeah, buyer beware. There were no pen/pencil marks and the pages weren't crinkled, it

looked almost new but showed very slight signs of wear. Overall I am satisfied with my purchase.

I just tried to write an honest review and  wont post it! I guess they only want happy posts promoting

the products.All in all, this product was terrible, as was my experience buying and returning it. I paid

a good amount for this product and all I got were some lousy flashcards- no book!!! II've had this

book before and its a WONDERFUL tool and it really does help you get to know basic medical

terminology, but beware who you buy from is all I can probably say without this post getting banned.

Delivery was listed as Dec 23rd to Jan 8th. I contacted seller on Jan 6th because I was getting

worried. I was told that people that ordered before me where just now getting their books, so mine

would be a couple of days longer. On Jan 10th, I was contacted saying my delivery was damaged &

a full refund was coming. So Monday Jan 13th, I got to started my 1st class with no book & I have

homework. Very unhappy!!! I wish someone would have worried me that ordering from this guy

meant I wouldn't be getting the book till after the promise date or in my case, not at all. To anyone

who reads this: Check other sites before looking at !!!

This is a tough subject to learn, no doubt about it. The author does something rare for a college

textbook--she balances a whole lot of information in a very easy to learn workbook format. You don't



read this book so much as you go through it with a pencil and write out the exercises. This can take

a long time, but if done, one can get a good grade in the class. More, this book comes with a pack

of flashcards that help A LOT. Keep this book to use as a reference when the class is done.

I ordered this book and got flashcards instead. Nowhere on the description does it say this is just

flashcards instead of the textbook.

Item arrived quickly and in new condition. All of you who are complaining that it didn't come with the

audio cd's read the page:Terminology flash cards (409 cards) included with every book provide

valuable review and self-assessment tools you can take anywhere for study on the go.Audio CDs,

available at an additional charge and packaged either separately or with the book, help you perfect

your pronunciation of difficult terms.I thought it was going to come with the cd's too, but when I read

the description I found that it was due to my own assumption, not the sellers fault. I have a new

book with flashcards $30 cheaper than my bookstore so I'm happy.

When I bought this book it said excellent condition, which it was only EVERYTHING WAS

ALREADY FILLED IN. can't study and look for answers when they are already there. Pissed off that

I wasted my money.

This book is exactly what I needed for class. It was brand new and came wrapped, exactly as I had

hoped and expected. It came with the flash cards. Only bummer was having to tear all the flash

cards apart, however they were perforated making it easy to pull them apart. I actually like the way

the book was written and it made it easy to learn and understand.
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